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a b s t r a c t

Uguca is a C++ parallel implementation of the spectral-boundary-integral method to model the
dynamic failure of interfaces between two elastic half-spaces. Due to its computational efficiency,
uguca is suitable for fundamental research on dynamic fracture mechanics, decohesion of composite in-
terfaces, and the onset of frictional sliding. Therefore, its potential applications range from engineering
sciences to earthquake mechanics modeling. The code architecture of uguca enables straight-forward
implementation of additional constitutive interface laws, which provides the user with the option of
tailoring the interface mechanics to the physics of their interest.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

Code metadata

Current code version v0.9
Permanent link to code/repository used for this code version https://github.com/ElsevierSoftwareX/SOFTX-D-21-00041
Code Ocean compute capsule none
Legal Code License LGPL v3
Code versioning system used git
Software code languages, tools, and services used C++, FFTW, MPI, GSL, cmake, python
Compilation requirements, operating environments & dependencies cmake, FFTW, MPI, GSL
If available Link to developer documentation/manual https://uguca.gitlab.io/uguca/
Support email for questions uguca@ifb.baug.ethz.ch

1. Motivation and significance

Mechanical failure of interfaces is a crucial physical phe-
omenon occurring in many engineering problems and natural
ystems ranging from nanotechnology up to geophysics. Inter-
acial failure may occur when materials break and solids slide
gainst each other; and it does so in various forms such as
racture, decohesion and friction. While failure has been studied
or decades, our fundamental understanding remains incomplete.
owever, studying fracture, decohesion and friction experimen-
ally is generally challenging because of their unstable and dy-
amic nature and their highly localized character. Numerical
imulations are needed to overcome these challenges and to pro-
ide the opportunity of gaining crucial insight to the underlying
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physical mechanisms governing the emergence and evolution of
localized failure.

Simulation of interface failure based on boundary-element
methods are common due to their computational efficiency, and
various approaches have been developed over the years [1,2]. The
spectral-boundary-integral (SBI) method [3,4], which is imple-
mented in uguca, is particularly suitable for solving the elasto-
dynamic equations between two elastic half-spaces with high
precision. Therefore, the SBI method is an excellent tool to model
and study systematically the dynamic propagation of a crack as
well as the onset of frictional sliding with high resolution. It
hence enables exploration of large ranges of parameter space
without sacrificing numerical precision and tackle spatially and
temporally multi-scale problems.

While the spectral-boundary-integral method is limited to

problems with a flat fracture plane, it can be applied to model
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roblems that are complex in terms of stress distribution, mate-
ial contrast and interface heterogeneities across various length
cales. For instance, the SBI method has been used to simulate
arious failure mechanisms, including bi-material fracture [5],
nd dynamic cohesive fracture in heterogeneous interfaces [6].
he SBI method has also been adapted for earthquake cycle
imulations [7], which are known to be extremely computa-
ionally demanding and nearly impossible to be achieved with
ore traditional methods, such as the finite-difference or finite-
lement methods. Applicability and importance of the SBI method
as also been confirmed through a community code verification
xercise [8].
The implementation of the SBI method presented in this paper

s named uguca and has been applied in recent work. For instance,
guca was used to simulate the propagation of frictional rupture
ronts, as observed in laboratory experiments, which enabled the
iscovery of the super-shear equation of motion [9], the limits
f bi-material propagation [10,11], and the stochastic nature of
tatic friction [12,13]. Further, uguca was instrumental in the
rocess of uncovering the existence of the earthquake arrest
one [14]. While uguca has been developed as a research code
or fundamental research, it has not been released so far. Here,
e present its first release.
This paper is organized as follows. The architecture and func-

ionalities of uguca are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we
resent a few illustrative examples demonstrating various fea-
ures of uguca including a 2D example of dynamic fracture prop-
gation and a benchmark problem of rate- and stat-dependent
rictional interface in a 3D medium. Finally, we discuss the major
mpact of uguca in Section 4 and provide a conclusion in Section 5.

. Software description

The uguca code is a C++ implementation of the spectral-
oundary-integral method [3,4] for the fully dynamic simulation
f failure along an interface between two elastic half-spaces. We
pplied the independent formulation [15], which solves both half-
paces independently before they are coupled along the interface
ith a constitutive fracture/friction law. This approach enables
software architecture (see Section 2.1) that provides flexibility

o the user and the developer, and supports straight-forward
ntegration of new features.

Here, we first shortly summarize the underlying method. Fol-
owing [4] the elastodynamic response of a 3D elastic half space
s given by

i(x1, x3, t) = τ 0
i − η±

ij u̇
±

j (x1, x3, t) + f ±

i (x1, x3, t), (1)

where xi is a Cartesian coordinate system, τi is the traction at
the surface of the half space, which lies in the x1, x3 plane, τ 0

i is
the far field traction, u̇i is the particle velocity, ηij the ‘‘radiation
damping’’ coefficient matrix, and fi is a spatiotemporal integral
term. fi is computed in Fourier space, using

fi(x1, x3, t) = Fi(t; k,m)ei(kx1+mx3) , (2)

and

ui(x1, x3, t) = Ui(t; k,m)ei(kx1+mx3) , (3)

where q = (k,m) is a two-dimensional wave vector, and Fi and Ui
are the Fourier coefficients. Fi(t; k,m) are computed with a series
of convolution integral over the past displacement history Ui(t −

t ′; k,m), where t ′ are past times, with convolution kernels H11(T ),
H22(T ), H12(T ), and H33(T ). The formulation for the convolution
kernels can be found in [4]. We note that all three dimensions are
coupled, e.g. F1(t; k,m) depends on U1(t−t ′; k,m), U2(t−t ′; k,m),
and U (t − t ′; k,m).

In a nutshell, the algorithm consists in the following steps. (i)
The HalfSpace class first computes its displacement as function
of the previous displacement and velocity

ui(t + ∆t) = ui(t) + ∆t u̇i(t). (4)

(ii) It then computes fi in the Fourier space, as described above.

evaluate fi(t + ∆t). (5)

(iii) First, Interface class computes the interface continuity-
traction τi(t+∆t) such that the displacement is continuous across
the interface (i.e., no crack). Then, the InterfaceLaw imposes
a fracture criterion based on a cohesive law to decrease this
continuity-traction to the strength, T , of the interface, if it is
exceeded:

evaluate τi(t + ∆t) = min (τi(t + ∆t), T ) . (6)

If the continuity-traction was larger than the strength, and was
reduced, this will lead to crack opening and hence overall crack
growth. (iv) Finally, each HalfSpace computes its velocity, u̇i, by
solving Eq. (1)

u̇i(t + ∆t) = η−1
ij

(
−τj + τ 0

j + fj
)
. (7)

The the next time step is computed by repeating this process.
For increased stability, steps (iii) and (iv) can be iterated.

2.1. Software architecture

uguca is implemented as an object-oriented code. The core
classes and member variables are illustrated in Fig. 1. The central
class is the Interface, highlighted by a red frame. It contains
references to objects of type (1) Mesh that contains information
on the discretization, (2) HalfSpace that describes the elastic
half-spaces, and (3) InterfaceLaw that is the implementation
of the constitutive interface law. The Mesh, HalfSpace, Inter-
face, and InterfaceLaw objects each contain nodal fields, e.g.,
coordinates coords, displacements disp, and cohesions cohe-
sion, which provide values for each discretization point.

The Interface class is an abstract class. Specific implemen-
tations are created by inheritance from it. The most general
implementation is the BimatInterface, which describes an
interface between two half-spaces of possibly different mate-
rial properties. Other interfaces take advantage of symmetries
and properties of a given problem to decrease computational
cost by 50% by modeling only one half space. For example, the
DefRigInterface assumes that the bottom material is orders
of magnitude stiffer than the top material, hence it is assumed
to be rigid and its displacement remains zero (it is not com-
puted). These assumptions need to be taken into account when
implementing the methods of the specific interface.

Further, the InterfaceLaw class, which is the most impor-
tant class for users and developers alike, is also abstract. Each
specific constitutive interface law is implemented as a class that
inherits from InterfaceLaw. The specific classes describe the
constitutive relation for the strength of the interface. Four differ-
ent constitutive interface laws are currently available, but imple-
mentation of further laws are straight-forward.

2.2. Software functionalities

The key functionalities of uguca include (1) the two- and three-
dimensional simulation of dynamic fracture of a weak-interface
between two elastic half-spaces, (2) shared-memory parallelism,
(3) distributed memory parallelism, and (4) straight-forward ex-
tensibility for new constitutive interface laws.

uguca can solve 2D and 3D dynamic fracture propagation

3 problems. The user simply specifies the dimension during the

2
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Fig. 1. A UML class diagram of the core of uguca. The constitutive interface laws, which can be easily extended by users, are highlighted by blue frames. Nodal
alues relevant for model set-up or analysis are marked by green font. For readability, further class variables are consolidated by #... and various supportive classes
re omitted from this diagram.

nstantiation of the class mesh, which was implemented by over-
riting its constructor. All other methods that the user is calling
irectly are independent of the dimension of the problem. Hence,
guca is directly applicable to 2D and 3D simulations without any
pecific modifications needed from the user.
uguca is implemented with (optional) shared-memory paral-

elism. It applies multiple threads to compute in parallel the con-
olutions required for each half-space. There are 4 and 8 convo-
utions to be computed for each mode in 2D and 3D problems, re-
pectively. Since, the computation of the convolutions is compu-
ationally the most demanding process in the spectral-boundary-
ntegral method, parallelization of the convolution leads to a
irect speed-up of the same order. However, it is also limited
y the number of convolutions, i.e. 8 for 3D, and no further
peed-up is possible through this approach. Nevertheless, this is
articularly useful when uguca is run on a local computer.
For running simulations on high-performance computing facil-

ties, uguca draws on its implementation of distributed-memory
arallelism. Here again, the computationally demanding compu-
ation of the convolution is parallelized while all other operations
re performed serially (including the fast-Fourier-transform). Par-
llelization is achieved by distributing the Fourier modes on
ifferent processes. This is possible because the Fourier modes
re independent of each other and can be treated separately. We
ote that the overhead of the parallel computation consists in the
ommunication cost related to the scatter and gather operations,
hich are minor and have negligible impact on the speed-up.
The implementation of uguca enables straight-forward ex-

ension for new user-defined constitutive interface laws. Users
an implement their interface law by inheriting from the In-
erfaceLaw class and overwriting one purely virtual method

that computes the interface strength. The online developer’s
guide [16] provides a detailed description of this process.

Finally, we highlight that uguca is implemented for fully
lasto-dynamic problems, which is the most general case. How-
ver, the class structure of the code allows for simple extension
o quasi-dynamic and static problems, which will be included
n future releases. Furthermore, we note that the primary class
f problems solved by the SBI method are interface failures.

However, the SBI method can also model fracture of an elastic
solid if crack growth is straight. In this case, the applied cohesive
law represents the failure of the elastic material.

3. Illustrative examples

The modeling capabilities of uguca include both dynamic frac-
ture propagation as well as the onset of frictional sliding; and
both in two and three dimensions. To demonstrate all of these
aspects, we first present an illustrative two-dimensional frac-
ture propagation example and then a three-dimensional bench-
mark earthquake simulation, which is essentially a friction ex-
ample. More examples and benchmark simulations are provided
with the code in uguca/examples/ and uguca/benchmarks,
respectively.

3.1. 2D dynamic mixed-mode fracture

The two-dimensional fracture simulation consists of an inter-
face between two materials with different elastic properties (i.e.,
bimaterial interface). The interface is subjected to a static load of
shear stress τ0 and normal stress τ1. The strength of the interface
couples the shear and normal tractions at the interface and is
described by the peak strength τmax and a characteristic length
dc . A seed crack with τmax = 0 is introduced at the center of
the interface (see Fig. 2-bottom), which leads to a spontaneous
nucleation of the crack. The rupture extends naturally and prop-
agates dynamically in both directions, as shown in Fig. 2-top. The
propagation behavior to the left and right is clearly different, as
can be observed from the slope and color in Fig. 2-top. This is the
result of the bimaterial configuration of the modeled problem.

The properties of bimaterial fracture is known to cause clearly
recognizable features [5], such as instantaneous rupture speed
changes as shown at (x ≈ 0.25 m, t ≈ 0.23ms) in Fig. 2-
top. The example shown here can be run in uguca by executing
uguca/build/examples/fracture_2d_example.sh. It has
2048 degrees of freedom, runs over 859 time steps, and takes
1 second as a serial job on an Apple

R⃝

M1 CPU with 16 GB
3
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Fig. 2. Simulation results for 2D dynamic mixed-mode fracture propagation at
a bimaterial interface. (top) Interfacial shear tractions τ (color) are shown in a
pace–time diagram. (bottom) Initial configuration of stresses and strength. The
ystem is uniformly loaded by shear stress τ0 and normal stress τ1 . The interface
strength τmax is zero at the center (x = 0.5± 0.025 m) and constant elsewhere.
[figure created by uguca/build/examples/fracture_2d_example_fig.py
script].

Fig. 3. Simulation results for 3D dynamic fracture propagation at a unimaterial
nterface with rate- and state-dependent friction law. (a) Position of the rupture
ront at different times. A, B, and C mark the locations of stations shown
n (b-g) comparing the result from uguca to other codes. (b-d) Time history
f shear stress τ . (e-g) Time history of slip rate ∆u̇. [figure created by
guca/build/benchmarks/TPV101/result_summary.py script].

266 MHz LPDDR4X SDRAM. This example illustrates the ca-
abilities of uguca to model fracture problems. Comparison of
gucawith available benchmark results is provided with the three
imensional example as presented in Section 3.2.

3.2. 3D earthquake benchmark simulation

For the three-dimensional friction example, we use the
TPV101 benchmark problem from the SCEC/USGS Spontaneous
Rupture Code Verification Project [17,18]. This benchmark is
a dynamic simulation of a spontaneous rupture on a vertical
strike-slip fault in a homogeneous full-space with rate- and state-
dependent friction law [19,20]. A full problem description and
results from other software packages are documented on the
SCEC/USGS Code Verification Web Server (CVWS) at [21]. The
source code for the uguca simulation of this benchmark problem,
and other implemented benchmarks, can be found and run in
uguca/benchmarks. This problem has 1, 036, 800 degrees of
freedom, runs over 2970 time steps, and takes 1 h and 40 min
with 4 cores on an Apple

R⃝

M1 CPU with 16 GB 4266 MHz
LPDDR4X SDRAM. Note that the solution of rate- and state-
dependent friction law is implicit and hence requires Newton’s
iterative method for each degree of freedom at each time step,
which is a computationally demanding task. We verified the
implementation of uguca by comparing various aspects of the
mechanics of earthquake ruptures with benchmark results of
other codes. Our results, as shown in Fig. 3, compare well with
reference solutions. Considering the time history of the slip rate
(see Fig. 3e-g), we observe less numerical noise in the results of
uguca compared to reference results from other methods, such as
the finite-element and finite-difference method. This illustrates
the high accuracy of the spectral-boundary-integral method, as
implemented in uguca.

We note that the rate- and state-dependent friction law, which
was empirically derived and has been widely used in the earth-
quake physics community, requires due to its rate dependency, an
iterative solving procedure for equilibrium at each time step [22].
The implementation of the RateAndStateLaw showcased the
versatility of uguca’s software architecture to accommodate com-
plex interface laws, and the use-case of predictor–corrector time
stepping methods for numerically unstable constitutive equa-
tions.

4. Impact

The impact of uguca is twofold. First, the efficiency and pre-
cision of the SBI method will continue to provide a unique op-
portunity to study fundamental properties of dynamic failure
of interfaces. Important questions regarding the effect of local
interface heterogeneities on macroscopic fracture properties, for
instance, require powerful computational tools. Only boundary-
based methods such as the SBI method implemented in uguca
can provide the necessary resolution to represent the relevant
mechanics and enable simulations that can bridge the full range
of needed length and time scales.

Second, the most important but challenging dynamic-fracture
simulations are systems with nonlinearities in the material sur-
rounding the interface (as opposed to on the interface). These
nonlinearities, which include local material inclusions, plasticity,
or non-flat interfaces, are crucial for the behavior of the crack
but prevent the application of the SBI method. However, other
methods that can deal with material nonlinearity (e.g., the finite-
element (FE) method [23] and other advanced FE methods [24])
result in prohibitively large models requiring disproportionate
amount of computational resources. A recently developed hy-
brid method [25,26], which built on uguca, combines the finite-
element method for the nonlinear domain near the interface
with the efficient SBI method for the elastic domain. This uguca-
based hybrid method overcomes the above-mentioned limita-
tions and presents great potential for efficient and precise simu-
lations of earthquake source mechanics in realistic nonlinear and
heterogeneous systems.
4
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While boundary methods have been widely used in the geo-
hysics and engineering community, there are only few imple-
entations available as free and open software. Existing codes

hat are freely available online include a quasi-dynamic boundary
ethod QDYN [27] and the fully dynamic spectral-boundary-

ntegral method MDSBI [28]. The release of uguca as a free and
pen-source SBI code for fully dynamic simulations of fracture
ropagation, decohesion and frictional sliding, therefore, supports
esearch efforts for a wide user community and strengthens the
omputational efforts in studying the fundamental properties of
nterfacial failure. Finally, adoption of uguca by the community
s further supported by its user-friendly implementation and
ocus on easy plug-in capabilities for effortless implementation
f user-defined constitutive interface laws.

. Conclusions

We developed uguca, an open-source spectral-boundary-
ntegral library, for efficient and accurate simulation of fully
ynamic failure of interfaces. We verified the correctness of our
mplementation with multiple benchmark problems for various
nterface laws. The developed library supports both shared- and
istributed-memory parallelisms, and is easily extensible with
ser-defined constitutive interface laws. Finally, uguca provides
he possibility to be coupled with existing finite-element libraries
o create a hybrid scheme, which presents great potential for
odeling failure in complex media including bulk nonlinearities.
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